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Two actions

• Through the others’ eyes:  realization of supports after the implementation

of 8 workshops with Chinese Fine Arts Academy and Univeristy Students in 

Naples.

• 8 children visiting MANN: realization of didactic supports after workshops 

with 8 non italian children in the Museum
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The idea of the project was to create a small guide in of the Museum

made of the description of 10 of the most important artifacts/sections of

the museum specifically targetd for a Chinese culture audience. The idea

was not simpli to translate in Chinese the contents, but to create

culturally oriented contents.

5 workshops were organized with 6 Chinese Univeristy Students (with a

good background in Chinese art history and history) in Naples. The

workshops were guided by an archaeologist with the support of a

Chinese cultural mediator. The goal of the workshops was to higlight

elements that could be useful to compare Greek-Roman classical culture

with Chinese culture so to create a more culturally accessible guide for

the Chinese audience.
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Compared chronology

WESTERN WORLD 西方世界 CHINA 华夏文明

III-II Century B.C. ROME EXPANSION

Great expansion of Rome that conquers all the 

Great Greace and take possession of the 

Mediterranean.

III CENTURY B.C. FIRST CHINESE EMPIRE 

In 221 B.C. Ying Zheng unites the country with 

the title of First Emperor of Qin dinasty, giving

birth to an idea of Empire that would have last 

2000 years. 

Important events to know before visiting the 

Museum:

- 59 A.D., riot in Pompeii’ Amphitheatre

aftre Nero’s reign.

- 79 A.D. under Emperor Titus eruption

of Mount Vesuvius and destruction of 

Pompeii and Herculaneum

- 216 AD, opening in Rome of the 

Caracalla’s Bath

-

- 64 A.D. Emperor Mingdi sees in his

dreams a man with the golden body; 

according to the legend he is Buddah

and indian religion enters in China.

- 220 A.D. With the fall of the Han 

dinasty a long age of uncertainty

begins.



XV and XVI Century A.D. REINASSANCE 

AND DISCOVERY OF THE ANTIQUITIES

In Europe the classical Greek-Roman Past

is re-discovered:

- 1543 Pope Paul III Farnese begings

his extrahordinary art collection

also through the excavation of the 

Caracalla Baths. His collection is

today partially preserved in this

Museum.

- 1550 Michelangel is put in charge of 

the restoration of the legs of the 

imponent Farnese Hercules’ legs. 

MING DINASTY AND THE RELATION WITH THE 

WESTERN WORLD

Ming Dinasty takes power in China in 1366. 

The opening of the maritime connections

between Europe and Asia allows at the 

beginning of the XVI century the 

establishment of direct connections between

European and Chinese aristocracies. 
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This mosaic shows a moment of a war that was described by the ancient Greeks as a “civilizations clash”, 

similar to the descriptions that it is made in China of the wars against the civilizations of Central Asia 

steppas. In Western ancient stories, as in China, the description of wars is a way to stress the value of a 

civilization. …. In the mosaic there are some missing parts; in the room there is an hypothesis of 

reconstruction; nevertheless, the original mosaic was not reconstructed to preserve its autenticity.  



…The use of ancient Greek language, as well as the

practice of arts and philosophy, was a sign of social

distinction, as it was in China to practice calligraphy

and to play chests. The Papyri's Villa was both similar

to Confucius's House, where artists and philosophers

lived in a sort of Academy, and to the summer houses

of Chinese emperors, where to hide to spend time

with leisure activities.



Negli occhi degli altri
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8 children at the MANN

The project was developped in 4 workshops carried out with non-

Italian children, so to develop angaging activities that could be used

as a tool to engage children during the visit to the museum. The aim

was to develop an «universal» book that could be accessible for

children coming from any cultural background.

The book was divided in sections referring to the natural elements

and suggest activities to be made in the museums or at home after

having observed the objects in the museum.

At the end of the guide there is also a small glossary and some

general information on the Museum, so to help the adults in

following the children in their activities.

The book was made by museum educators after having tested the

activities with children of the Neapolitan Chinese community.
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